
 

 

Have a Hoot Anniversary Card 
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Supplies: 
• Stamps: Have a Hoot Bundle (155208); Well Said (148796) 
• Card Stock: Pretty Peacock (150880); Bumblebee (153077); Cajun Craze (119684); Whisper 

White (100730); Plaid Tidings DSP (153527) 
• Inks: Memento Pad (132708); Basic Black Stampin’ Write Marker (100082) 

• Misc: Stitched Shapes Dies (152323); Cinnamon Cider Stampin’ Blends (153105); Basic 
Black Stampin’ Blends (154843); Pretty Peacock Stampin’ Blends (154895); Rhinestone Basic 
Jewels (144220); Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine (149653); Dimensionals (104430); Stam-
pin’ Seal (152813) 
 

Measurement:  
 Pretty Peacock: 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” 

 Whisper White: 4” x 5 ¼” for the inside, 2nd largest circle from the stitched shapes dies 
and scrap for stamping 

 Cajun Craze: 2nd smallest circle from the stitched shapes dies 

 Bumblebee: 2” x 2 ½” 

 Plaid DSP: 2” x 3 ¾” 
 

Instructions:  

1. Add the plaid dsp to the top of the card front, leaving an even border at the top and two 
sides. 

2. Flag one end of the bumblebee cardstock and add it to the card front. 



 

 

3. Stamp ‘happy anniversary’ using memento ink onto the white stitched circle. 
4. Add that to the card base using dimensionals. 
5. Using the black Stampin’ Write marker, ink just the branch of the stamp with the owl 

couple and stamp it onto the cajun craze stitched circle. 
6. Ink that same stamp with memento and stamp it onto the scrap of whisper white card-

stock. 
7. Colour it in using Stampin’ Blends – owls were coloured with cinnamon cider and their 

feet with basic black. 
8. Die cut the owls using the coordinating die and add them to the card front using dimen-

sionals. 
9. Colour one large and two small rhinestones with the dark pretty peacock stampin’ blends 

and add those to the card front as shown. 
 

 

 


